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Hecker House – Camera Locations
Hecker / Freer House – Camera Locations
Camera to be installed on the West face of the furthest roof joint. Consider an exterior to be put from the side penetration seen on the existing trellis. Camera needs to be installed just below roof joint beams. All conduit, connections and camera housing to be color matched to building. Beading installation.

All cameras are to have an exposed ceiling housing painted to color match the structure they are rain on.
Camera to be installed on the West face of the furthest roof joist. Conduit on the exterior to be run from the same penetration area as the existing Freer House camera and then run along just below roof joist beams. All Conduit, connections and camera housing to be color matched to building like exiting installation.

All cameras are to have any exposed pathways and housings painted to color match the structures they are run on.